We present an extensive study of Mott insulator (MI) and superfluid (SF) shells in Bose-Hubbard (BH) models for bosons in optical lattices with harmonic traps. For this we develop an inhomogeneous mean-field theory. Our results for the BH model with one type of spinless bosons agrees quantitatively with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations. Our approach is numerically less intensive than such simulations, so we are able to perform calculation on experimentally realistic, large 3D systems, explore a wide range of parameter values, and make direct contact with a variety of experimental measurements. We also generalize our inhomogeneous mean-field theory to study BH models with harmonic traps and (a) two species of bosons or (b) spin-1 bosons. With two species of bosons we obtain rich phase diagrams with a variety of SF and MI phases and associated shells, when we include a quadratic confining potential. For the spin-1 BH model we show, in a representative case, that the system can display alternating shells of polar SF and MI phases; and we make interesting predictions for experiments in such systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-precision experiments on cold atoms, such as spin-polarized 87 Rb, in traps have provided powerful methods for the study of quantum phase transitions 1 , e.g., the transition from a superfluid (SF) to a bosonic Mott-insulator (MI) in an optical lattice 2, 3 . This transition was predicted by mean-field studies 4, 5 and obtained in Monte-Carlo simulations 6 of the Bose-Hubbard model before it was seen in experiments [1] [2] [3] . Recent experiments 7, 8 have investigated a heteronuclear degenerate mixture of two bosonic species, e.g., 87 Rb and 41 K, in a three-dimensional optical lattice; such mixtures have also been studied theoretically [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and by Monte Carlo simulations 14 . Systems of alkali atoms with nuclear spin I = 3/2 have hyperfine spin F = 1; examples include 23 Na, 39 K, and 87 Rb; these spins are frozen in magnetic traps, so these atoms are treated as spinless bosons; however, in purely optical traps, such spins can form spinor condensates [15] [16] [17] [18] . Thus, we consider the following three types of Bose-Hubbard (BH) models: (1) a BH model for spinless interacting bosons of one type; (2) a generalization of the spinless BH model with two types of bosons; and (3) a spin-1 generalization of the spinless BH model with bosons of one type. We study these models by developing extensions of an inhomogeneous mean-field theory 19 , which has been used for the Bose-glass phase in the disordered BH model.
In addition to the optical-lattice potential, a confining potential, which is typically quadratic, is present in all experiments. This inhomogeneous potential leads to inhomogeneities in the phases that are obtained: simulations 20, 21 of the Bose-Hubbard model with this confining potential and experiments 22, 23 on interacting bosons in optical lattices with a confining potential have both seen alternating shells of SF and MI regions in the singlespecies, spinless case. We explore such shells via the inhomogeneous mean-field theory, first for single-species, spinless bosons and then for the two-species and spin-1 generalizations mentioned above.
Mean-field theories for the Bose-Hubbard model were first developed for the homogeneous case 4, 5 ; these theories were then extended to the inhomogeneous case 19 to develop an understanding of the Bose-glass phase in the disordered Bose-Hubbard model. We show that BH models with confining potential can be treated, at the level of mean-field theory, as was done in the Bose-glass case 19 ; in particular, we provide a natural framework for understanding alternating SF and MI shells, which are seen in simulations 20, 21 and experiments 22, 23 on interacting bosons, trapped in a confining potential, and in an optical lattice. Though other groups [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have stud-ied such shell structure theoretically, they have not obtained the quantitative agreement with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations 20 that we obtain, except in one dimension 30 . Furthermore, our theory yields results in good agreement with a variety of experiments; and it can be generalized easily to (a) two species of interacting bosons and (b) the spin-S case, as we show explicitly for S = 1; in both these cases we provide interesting predictions that will, we hope, stimulate new experiments. Our inhomogeneous mean-field calculations can be carried out with experimentally realistic parameters, so we can make direct comparison with experiments. In particular, we obtain in-trap density distributions of alternating SF and MI shells; these show plateaux in certain regions, which can be understood on the basis of simple geometrical arguments. Furthermore, we obtain the radii of SF and MI shells from in-trap density distributions and demonstrate how the phase diagram of the homogeneous Bose-Hubbard model can be obtained from these radii. We also obtain results that are of direct relevance to recent atomic-clock-shift experiments 23 . With two species of bosons we obtain phase diagrams in the homogeneous case over a far wider range of parameters than has been reported hitherto. We find rich phase diagram with phases that include ones in which (a) both types of bosons are in SF states, (b) both types of bosons are in MI phases with different or the same densities, and (c) one type of boson is in an SF phase whereas the other type is in an MI phase. We show that each of these phases appear in shells when we include a quadratic confining potential; and we also obtain in-trap density distributions that shows plateaux as in the single-species case. In the case of the spin-1 Bose-Hubbard model we show, in a representative case, that the system can display alternating shells of polar SF 18 and MI phases; the latter have integral values for the boson density. Our inhomogeneous mean-field theory leads to interesting predictions for atomic-clock-shift experiments in systems with spin-1 bosons in an optical lattice with a confining potential.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the models we use and how we develop an inhomogeneous mean-field theory for them. Section 3 is devoted to our results; subsection 3A contains the results of our inhomogeneous mean-field theory for the single-species, spinless Bose-Hubbard model; subsection 3B is devoted to the results, for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases, for the spinless BH model with two types of bosons; subsection 3C is devoted to our results for the single-species BH model for spin-1 bosons. Section 4 contains our conclusions, a comparison of our work with earlier studies in this area, and the experimental implications of our results.
II. MODELS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MEAN-FIELD THEORY
We begin by defining the three Bose-Hubbard models that we study. We then develop inhomogeneous meanfield theories that are well suited for studying the spatial organization of phases in these models with confining potentials.
A. Models
The simplest Bose-Hubbard model describes a single species of spinless bosons in an optical lattice by the following Hamiltonian:
(1) here spinless bosons hop between the z nearest-neighbor pairs of sites < i, j > with amplitude t, a † i , a i , and n i ≡ a † i a i are, respectively, boson creation, annihilation, and number operators at the sites i of a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice (we study d = 2 and 3), U the onsite Hubbard repulsion, µ i ≡ µ − V T R 2 i , µ the uniform chemical potential that controls the total number of bosons, V T the strength of the harmonic confining potential, and
are the Cartesian coordinates of the site i (in d = 3 X 1 = X, X 2 = Y , and X 3 = Z) ; the origin is chosen to be at the center of the lattice. In terms of experimental parame-
Er , where E r is the recoil energy, V 0 the strength of the lattice potential, a s (= 5.45nm for 87 Rb) the s-wave scattering coefficient, a = λ/2 the optical lattice constant, and λ = 825nm the wavelength of the laser used to create the optical lattice; typically 0 ≤ V 0 ≤ 22E r . We set the scale of energies by using zt = 1 in the Bose-Hubbard model 1; for comparisons with experimental systems we should scale all energies by E r .
For a mixture with two types of bosons, we use the following Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian:
1 z δ ψ i+δ and δ labels the z nearest neighbors of the site i. If V T = 0, the effective onsite chemical potential µ i = µ, for all i, so the local density and superfluid order parameters are independent of i: ρ i = ρ and ψ i = ψ. If V T > 0 we first obtain the matrix elements of H
MF i
in the onsite, occupation-number basis {|n i }, truncated in practice by choosing a finite value for n max , the total number of bosons per site, for a given initial set of values for {ψ i }. [For small values of U we must use large values of n max ; for the values of U we consider n max = 6 suffices.] We then diagonalize this matrix, which depends on ψ i and ψ i+δ , to obtain the lowest energy and the corresponding wave function, denoted, respectively, by E i g (ψ i , ψ i+δ ) and Ψ g ({ψ i }); from these we obtain the new superfluid order parameters
we use these new values of ψ i as inputs to reconstruct H
and repeat the diagonalization procedure until we achieve self consistency of input and output values to obtain the equilibrium value ψ eq i (henceforth we suppress the superscript eq for notational convenience). [This is equivalent to a minimization of the total energy E g ({ψ i }) ≡ i E i g (ψ i , ψ i+δ ) with respect to ψ i ; if more than one solution is obtained, we pick the one that yields the global minimum.] The onsite density is obtained from ρ i = Ψ g ({ψ i }) |n i | Ψ g ({ψ i }) . In representative cases, we have found that the equilibrium value of ψ i is real; so, henceforth, we restrict ourselves to real values of ψ.
For the two-species Hamiltonian (3) our mean-field theory obtains an effective one-site problem by decoupling the two hopping terms as follows (cf., Eq. 4):
here the superfluid order parameters for the site i for bosons of types a and b are ψ ai ≡ a i and ψ bi ≡ b i , respectively. The approximation (6) can now be used to write the Hamiltonian (3) as a sum over single-site, mean-field Hamiltonians H MF i (cf., Eq. 5) given below:
Here φ ai ≡ 1 z δ ψ ai+δ and φ bi ≡ 1 z δ ψ bi+δ , where δ labels the nearest neighbors of the site i. If V T = 0, the effective onsite chemical potentials µ ai = µ a and µ bi = µ b , for all i, so ρ ai = ρ a , ρ bi = ρ b , ψ ai = ψ a , and ψ bi = ψ b are independent of i.
If V T > 0, we first obtain, for a given initial set of values for {ψ ai } and {ψ bi }, the matrix elements of H
in the onsite, occupation-number basis {|n ai , |n bi }, which we truncate in a practical calculation by choosing a finite value n max for the total number of bosons per site. [The smaller the values of the interaction parameters U a , U b , and U ab the larger must be the value of n max ; for the values of U a , U b , U ab , µ a , and µ b that we consider, n max = 6 suffices.] We then diagonalize this matrix, which depends on ψ ai , ψ bi , ψ a(i+δ) , and ψ b(i+δ) to obtain the lowest energy and the corresponding wave function, denoted, respectively, by E i g (ψ ai , ψ a(i+δ) ; ψ bi , ψ b(i+δ) ) and Ψ g ({ψ ai , ψ bi }), whence we obtain the new superfluid order parameters
we use these new values of ψ ai and ψ bi as inputs to reconstruct H MF i and repeat the diagonalization procedure until we achieve self consistency of input and output values to obtain the equilibrium value ψ eq ai and ψ eq bi ; again we suppress the superscript eq for notational convenience. [As we have mentioned in the single-species case, this self-consistency procedure is equivalent to a minimization, with respect to ψ ai and ψ bi , of the total energy E g ({ψ ai , ψ bi }) ≡ i E i g (ψ ai , ψ ai+δ ; ψ bi , ψ bi+δ ); we pick the one that yields the global minimum.] The onsite densities are obtained
We follow our discussion of the mean-field theory of the BH model (1) and restrict ourselves to real values of ψ ai and ψ bi .
The inhomogeneous mean-field theory for the spin-1 BH model follows along similar lines. The spin-1 analogs of Eqs. 4 and 5 are respectively, (8) and
Here we use the following superfluid order parameters:
and φ i,σ ≡ 1 z δ ψ (i+δ),σ , where and δ labels the z nearest neighbors of the site i; recall, furthermore, that σ can assume the values 1, 0, −1, andn i,σ ≡ a † i,σ a i,σ , n i ≡ σn i,σ , and
With these order parameters (cf., Eq. 10) we have developed an inhomogeneous version of the homogeneous mean-field theory 18 for the spin-1 BH model with V T = 0.
The self-consistency procedure that we use now is similar to, but more complicated than, the one we have used for the spinless BH model. If V T > 0 we first obtain, for a given initial set of values for {ψ i,σ }, the matrix elements of H
in the onsite, occupation-number basis {|n i,−1 , n i,0 , n i,1 }, truncated in a practical calculation by choosing a finite value for n max , the total number of bosons per site, [For small values of U and U 2 we must use large values of n max ; for the values we use here, n max = 4 suffices.] We then diagonalize this matrix, which depends on ψ i,σ and ψ (i+δ),σ , to obtain the lowest energy and the corresponding wave function, denoted, respectively, by E i g (ψ i,σ , ψ (i+δ),σ ) and Ψ g ({ψ i,σ }); from these we obtain the new superfluid order parame-
we use these new values of ψ i,σ to reconstruct H
and repeat the diagonalization procedure until input and output values are self consistent; thus we obtain the equilibrium value ψ eq i,σ . We suppress eq as above and recall that this selfconsistent procedure is equivalent to a minimization of the total energy in the spin-1 case 18 . Here too, we follow our discussion of the mean-field theory of the BH model (1) and restrict ourselves to real values of ψ i,σ .
We have noted in an earlier study 18 that, at the level of our mean-field theory, the superfluid density in the spin-1 case is
and the magnetic properties of the SF phases follow from
If we substitute the explicit forms of the spin-1 matrices we obtain
wherex andẑ are unit vectors in spin space; SF phases with F = 0 and F 2 = 1 are referred to as polar and ferromagnetic, respectively. The order-parameter manifolds of these phases can be found in earlier studies 17, 18 .
III. RESULTS
Given the formalism we have developed above, we can obtain several results for quantities that have been measured in quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations or in experiments for the spinless case. We cover this in Subsection 3A. Subsection 3B is devoted to the results of our inhomogeneous MF theory for the case with two types of bosons. Subsection 3C is devoted to the results of our inhomogeneous MF theory for the spin-1 case. 
A. Results for the spinless Bose-Hubbard model
First we compare our mean-field (MF) results with those obtained by quantum-Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations in two dimensions 20 . These simulations use U/t = 25, µ/U = 0.37, and V T /U = 0.002, and obtain the local density ρ i and the local compressibility
; we also obtain the local superfluid density ρ < 0. The quantitative agreement between our MF results and those from QMC is shown in Fig. 1 ; there is only a slight discrepancy between the MF ρ i and its QMC analog at the MI-SF interface; our result for κ local i also seems to miss, at this interface, the shoulder that appears in the QMC κ local i perhaps because our MF theory overestimates the stability of the SF phase.
This good agreement between our MF results and those of QMC simulations has encouraged us to use our MF theory in cases where such simulations pose a significant numerical challenge. In particular, we use our theory to make direct comparisons with experiments 22 that have observed alternating MI and SF shells in 3D optical lattices by recording in-trap density distributions of bosons at different filling fractions. We use a simple-cubic lattice with 121 3 sites, µ/E r = 1, V T /E r = 0.0003, and the optical potential V 0 /E r in the range 12 − 16 so that the number of bosons N ≃ 10 6 , which is comparable to the number of atoms in the experiments 22 we consider. This choice of parameters leads to two well-developed MI shells (ρ = 1 and 2, respectively). The MI and SF shells appear as annuli 22 in a 2D planar section P z through the 3D lattice, at a vertical distance z from the center [see, e.g., Fig. 2 (a) for V 0 /E r = 15 and z = 0 where the core region is in the SF phase]. Figure 2 (b) shows that, as we move radially outward, ρ i decreases monotonically and ρ s i is zero in the two MI regimes (16 < R i < 34 and 44 < R i < 52) in which ρ i is pinned at 2 and 1, respectively. SF and MI shells alternate and the outermost one is always in the SF phase; their positions and radii depend on µ, which also controls the total number N of atoms in the system, as illustrated by the P z=0 sections in Figs (14) where R O (z, m) and R I (z, m) are, respectively, the outer and inner radii of the MI annulus with density ρ = m, in the 2D planar section P z . If z < R I (m), simple geometry yields
whence we conclude that N m (z) is independent of z when |z| < R I (m); this result yields the plateaux in the in-trap density profiles shown in Figs 
, which are, respectively, the lower and upper boundaries of the Mott lobe with density ρ = m. The resulting Mott lobe (obtained by the conversion V 0 (E r ) → U/zt) is given in Fig. 5 (b) along with its counterpart for the homo- geneous Bose-Hubbard model, which we have obtained from the homogeneous mean-field theory 5 ; the agreement between these lobes is striking; and it encourages us to suggest that the phase diagram of the homogeneous BoseHubbard model can be obtained from the inner and outer radii of the MI shells. Thus, experiments on cold atoms in optical lattices with a quadratic confining potential 22 , can be used directly to obtain the phase diagram of the homogeneous Bose-Hubbard model from R O (m) and R I (m), which can be determined for an MI shell with density ρ = m as described above. Note that (a) µ − (m) and µ + (m) are fixed for a given V 0 (E r ) and (b) the total number of bosons N increases linearly with the chemical potential µ (see Fig. 5(c) ). Therefore, the inner and outer radii of the MI shell R O,I (m) = (µ − µ −,+ /V T ) are proportional to √ N , for fixed V T and V 0 ; this proportionality has been reported in the recent experiments 22 [cf., their Fig. 3] .
Images of MI shells have been obtained recently from atomic-clock-shift experiments 23 . By using the density- Fig. 1] .
B. Results for the Bose-Hubbard model with two species of bosons
We begin with an investigation of representative phase diagrams of the Bose-Hubbard model (3), with two species of bosons, in the homogeneous case, i.e., with V T a = V T b = V T = 0. These have been explored to some extent in earlier theoretical studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and Monte Carlo simulations 14 , but not over as wide a range of parameters as we consider here. Next we use the inhomogeneous mean-field theory that we have developed above to explore order-parameter profiles and a variety of MI and SF shells that are obtained when we have a quadratic trap potential. We also present Fourier transforms of one-dimensional sections of these profiles.
First we consider the case U ab < U a = U b and µ a = µ b = µ in which the order parameters and densities for both types of bosons show the same dependence on µ.
In the first row of Fig. 7 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 7 (a) ), and plots versus µ of the order-parameters ψ a (red line) and ψ b (blue dashed line) and the densities ρ a (green dashed line) and ρ b (pink full line) for U ab = 0.5U a , U a = U b , and µ a = µ b = µ and U a = 9 ( Fig. 7  (b) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 7 (c) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 7 (d) ). (We do not divide explicitly by zt because we set zt = 1). The phase diagram shows an SF phase in which both species are superfluid; the blue MI1 lobe denotes a Mottinsulating phase in which the density ρ = 1 is attained by having ρ a = ρ b = 1/2; the brown MI a 1MI b 1 lobe denotes a Mott-insulating phase in which the densities ρ a = ρ b = 1; the pink MI a 2MI b 2 lobe denotes a Mottinsulating phase in which the densities ρ a = ρ b = 2. Such phase diagrams can be obtained from plots like those in Figs. 7 (b)-(d) .
In the second row of Fig. 7 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 7 (e) ), and plots versus µ of the order-parameters ψ a and ψ b and the densities ρ a and ρ b for U ab = 0.2U a , U b = 0.9U a , and µ a = µ b = µ and U a = 9 ( Fig. 7 (f) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 7 (g) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 7 (h) ). The phase diagram shows an SF phase and brown MI a 1MI b 1 and pink MI a 2MI b 2 lobes; these are like their counterparts in Fig. 7 (a) . In addition we have the following phases: (i) a green sliver MI a 1 in which bosons of type a are in an MI phase with ρ a = 1 and bosons of type b are superfluid; (ii) a green-ochre region MI b 2 in which bosons of type b are in an MI phase with ρ b = 2 and bosons of type a are superfluid; and (iii) a dark-green region MI a 2 in which bosons of type a are in an MI phase with ρ a = 2 and bosons of type b are superfluid.
In the third row of Fig. 7 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 7 (i) ), and plots versus µ of the order-parameters ψ a and ψ b and the densities ρ a and ρ b for U ab = 0.6U a , U b = 0.9U a , and µ a = µ b = µ and U a = 9 ( Fig. 7 (j) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 7 (k) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 7 (l) ). The phase diagram shows the following: an SF phase; blue MI1, brown MI a 1,MI b 1, and pink MI a 2MI b 2 lobes; green MI a 1 and dark-green MI a 2 regions; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 7 (a) and (e). In addition we have a red MI b 2MI a 1 lobe in which ρ b = 2 and ρ a = 1.
Next we consider the case U ab < U a , U b = U a , and µ b = 0.75µ a . Specifically, in the first row of Fig. 8 we show the phase diagram (Fig. 8 (a) ), and plots versus µ a of the order-parameters ψ a (red line) and ψ b (blue dashed line) and the densities ρ a (green full line) and ρ b (pink dashed line) for U ab = 0.1U a , U a = U b , and µ b = 0.75µ a and U a = 9 ( Fig. 8 (b) ), U a = 11 (Fig. 8 (c) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 8 (d) ). (We do not divide explicitly by zt because we set zt = 1). The phase diagram shows an SF phase and brown MI a 1MI b 1, pink MI a 2MI b 2 and red MI a 2MI b 1 lobes; green MI a 1, dark-green MI a 2 and a green-ochre MI b 2 regions; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 7 (a) and (e). In addition we have a light-blue region MI b 1 in which bosons of type b are in an MI phase with ρ b = 1 and bosons of type a are superfluid.
In the second row of Fig. 8 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 8 (e) ), and plots versus µ a of the order-parameters ψ a and ψ b and the densities ρ a and ρ b for U ab = 0.3U a , U b = U a , and µ b = 0.75µ a and U a = 9 ( Fig. 8 (f) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 8 (g) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 8 (h) ). This phase diagram shows the following: an SF phase; brown MI a 1,MI b 1 and red MI a 2MI b 1 lobes; green MI a 1, darkgreen MI a 2 and light-blue MI b 1 regions; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 8 (a) . In addition we have a dark-gray SF a phase in which bosons of type a are in an SF phase and the bosons of type b have vanished.
In the third row of Fig. 8 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 8 (i) ), and plots versus µ a of the order-parameters ψ a and ψ b and the densities ρ a and ρ b for U ab = 0.7U a , U b = U a , and µ b = 0.75µ a and U a = 9 ( Fig. 8 (j) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 8 (k) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 8 (l) ). The phase diagram shows the following: an SF a phase; MI a 1 and MI a 2 regions; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 8 (a) and (e) in which the bosons density for type b has vanished.
We now consider the case U ab < U a , U b = 0.9U a , and µ b = 0.9µ a . Specifically, in the first row of Fig. 9 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 9 (a) ), and plots versus µ a of the order-parameters ψ a (red line) and ψ b (blue dashed line) and the densities ρ a (green full line) and ρ b (pink dashed line) for U ab = 0.2U a , U a = 0.9U b , and µ b = 0.9µ a and U a = 9 ( Fig. 9 (b) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 9 ( c) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 9 (d) ). The phase diagram shows an SF phase and brown MI a 1MI b 1 and pink MI a 2MI b 2 lobes; green MI a 1 and dark-green MI a 2; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 7 and Figs. 8 (a) and (e).
In the second row of Fig. 9 we show the phase diagram ( Fig. 9 (e) ), and plots versus µ a of the order-parameters ψ a and ψ b and the densities ρ a and ρ b for U ab = 0.5U a , U b = 0.9U a , and µ b = 0.9µ a and U a = 9 ( Fig. 9 (f) ), U a = 11 ( Fig. 9 (g) ), and U a = 13 ( Fig. 9 (h) ). lobes; green MI a 1, dark-green MI a 2 and light-blue MI b 1 regions; these are like their counterparts in Figs. 8 (a) and (e). We now consider the effect of a parabolic potential and use the inhomogeneous mean-field theory, developed in the previous Section, to obtain alternating spherical shells of the variety of MI and SF phases, shown in the phase diagrams in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 , for the twospecies BH model (3). We do this by obtaining the orderparameter profiles {ψ ai , ρ ai ; ψ bi , ρ bi } and also by obtaining in-trap density distributions of bosons at representative values of U ab , U a , U b , and µ a = µ b . In particular, we use a 3D simple-cubic lattice with 128 3 sites and V T /(zt) = 0.008; and we study the following representative case: µ a /(zt) = µ b /(zt) = 30 , U ab = 0.6U a , U b = 0.9U a , when U a /(zt) = 13. With these parameters the total number of bosons N T ≃ 10 6 , which is comparable to experimental values. Furthermore, this choice of parameters leads not only to SF shells but also two well-developed MI shells (MI1 and MI2) .
We show representative plots of the densities ρ a (green In the second row we show the phase diagram (e), and plots versus µa of the order-parameters ψa and ψ b and the densities ρa and ρ b for U ab = 0.3Ua, U b = Ua, and µ b = 0.75µa and Ua = 9 (f), Ua = 11 (g), and Ua = 13 (h). The phase diagram shows the following: an SF phase; brown MIa1,MI b 1 and red MIa2MI b 1 lobes; green MIa1, dark-green MIa2 and light-blue MI b 1 regions; these are like their counterparts in (a). In addition we have an SFa phase in which bosons of type a are in an SF phase and the bosons density of type b are vanished. In the third row we show the phase diagram (i), and plots versus µa of the order-parameters ψa and ψ b and the densities ρa and ρ b for U ab = 0.7Ua, U b = Ua, and µ b = 0.75µa and Ua = 9 (j), Ua = 11 (k), and Ua = 13 (l). The phase diagram shows the following: an SFa phase; MIa1 and MIa2 regions; these are like their counterparts in (a) and (e) in which the bosons density of type b are vanished.
be possible to obtain them in time-of-flight measurements 1 . Three-dimensional transforms of the shell structure can be obtained, but they are not easy to visualize; therefore, we present the one-dimensional Fourier transforms of ρ a (X, Y = 0, Z = 0) and ρ b (X, Y = 0, Z = 0) with respect to X. The moduli of these transforms, namely, |ρ a,kX | (green lines), and |ρ b,kX | (pink lines) of the profiles in Figs. 10 (a)-(f) are plotted, respectively, in Figs. 11 (a)-(f) versus the wave vector k X /π. The principal peaks in these transforms occur at k X = 0 (or 2π); these are associated with the spatially uniform MI and SF phases . In an infinite system with no confining potential, these are the only peaks; however, the quadratic confining potential leads to shells of MI and SF phases (see below); this shell structure leads to the subsidiary peaks that appear in Figs. 11 (a) -(f) away from k X = 0, and 2π.
We can also obtain order-parameter-profile plots; these are shown in Figs -(f) versus the wave vector k X /π . Again, the principal peaks in these transforms occur at k X = 0 (or 2π); but subsidiary peaks occur because of the shell structure imposed by the confining potential. In Fig. 14 and Figs. 12 lead to the shell structure that we describe below. For specificity, consider Fig. 10(d) and Fig. 12(d) . These plots show that along the line Y = Z = 0, in the region from X = 0 to |X| ≡ 10 the system has an MI phase for both types of bosons with ρ b = ρ a = 2 and ψ a = ψ b = 0; in the regions 10 < X < 28 and −28 < X < −10), the system displays an SF phase for both types of bosons with ρ b > ρ a and slightly ψ a > ψ b > 0; in the intervals 28 < X < 50 and −50 < X < −28 bosons of type a are in an MI phase with ρ a = 1; when 28 < X < 34 or −34 < X < −28 bosons of type b are in an MI phase with ρ b = 2; in the regions 34 < X < 42 and −42 < X < −34 bosons of type b are in an SF phase whereas those of type a are still in the MI phase with ρ a = 1; if 42 < X < 50 or −50 < X < −42, then the displays MI phase for both types of bosons with ρ b = ρ a = 1; at slightly larger values of |X| the system moves into an SF phase with ρ a = ρ b > 0 and ψ a = ψ b > 0; at even larger values of |X| the system moves into a very narrow MI phase for the both types of bosons with ρ a = ρ b = 0.5, such that the total density for the system is ρ = ρ a + ρ b = 1 and ψ a = ψ b = 0; as |X| increases further, the system displays a very narrow SF region until it enters a small region in which the boson density vanishes for the both types of bosons. For any 2D planar section P Z we can calculate integrated, in-trap density profiles such as N m (Z), the number of bosons in the ρ = m MI annuli, as we discussed for the BH model with one species of bosons. Here m is an integer; we concentrate on m = 1 or m = 2. We can also calculate the remaining number of bosons, e.g., With the order parameters that we have defined in Eq. 10 we can, first, obtain phase diagrams for the spin-1 BH model for various values of U 0 and U 2 ; we refer the reader to our earlier study 18 for such phase diagrams that include polar and ferromagnetic SF phases. Here we use the inhomogeneous MF theory, which we have developed above for the spin-1 BH model, to obtain some illustrative results for order-parameter profiles in a representative case that has a polar superfluid. In particular, we consider a simple-cubic lattice with 70 3 sites, µ/E r = 1, V T /E r = 0.001, V 0 /E r = 14.5, and U 2 /U 0 = 0.03, the 2D planar section P z for z = 0 is plotted in Fig. (16)(a) . The radial variations of the total on-site density of bosons ρ i = σ ρ i,σ and total on-site superfluid density ρ Fig. 16(b) it is evident that this system has two well developed MI (ρ = 1 and 2) shells, which are represented as regions with black and red respectively. The most important result of model (3) 18 is that the superfluid phase is polar for U 2 > 0 and, according to the symmetry consideration, within our MF theory, the superfluid order parameters take one of the two possible set of values; ψ ±1 = 0, ψ 0 = 0 or ψ ±1 = 0, ψ 0 = 0. Figure (16 )(c) yields ψ ± 1 > 0 and ψ 0 = 0 in the superfluid phase confirming the polar nature of the phase. Another important feature is that ρ i,±1 = ρ i,0 in the polar superfluid phase. This leads to N ±1 (z) = N 0 (z) where N σ (z) is the total number of bosons with a spin σ in the 2D planar section P z and is plotted in Fig. 16(d) versus z. Thus the determination of N σ (z) experimentally can reveal these features and thus can be used to confirm the polar nature of the superfluid phase in spin-1 bosons in optical lattice.
In Fig. 17 we show moduli of the one-dimensional Fourier transforms of the density and order-parameter profiles in Fig. 16 (c) . It would be interesting to see if such patterns can be obtained via time-of-flight measurements.
In Fig. 18 we show a representative plot of the analog of Fig. 6 for the spin-1 BH model with parameter values as in Fig. 16 ; thus, there are two well-developed MI shells. Here N ± b (ρ) denotes the total number of bosons, at density ρ, and with σ = ±1; similarly, N 0 b (ρ) is the total number of bosons, at density ρ, and with σ = 0; and is N b (ρ) is the total number of bosons at density ρ. For the peak in N b (ρ), in the vicinity of ρ = 1, only bosons with σ = ±1 contribute; but, for the one near ρ = 2, all three components contribute equally. This result, which is also implicit Fig. 16 (c) , should be verifiable in atomic-clockshift experiments of the type that have been carried out for spinless bosons 23 . We have noted in earlier work 18 that our mean-field theory does not account for order parameters that distinguish between different spin orderings, which have been studied 33 in the limit U 0 → ∞, in the MI phases in spin-1 BH models. The exploration of such orderings lies beyond the scope of the present study. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a comprehensive study of Mott insulator and superfluid shells in Bose-Hubbard models for bosons in optical lattices with harmonic traps by using an intuitively appealing inhomogeneous mean field theory that has been used earlier to understand the Bose-glass phase 19 . Our inhomogeneous mean-field theory quantitatively agrees with QMC simulations. Furthermore, it is numerically less intensive than QMC simulations; thus, we are able to perform calculation on experimentally realistic, large 3D systems and explore a wide range of parameter values. We can calculate in-trap density profiles that agree qualitatively with experiments 22 ; and we show how to obtain the phase diagram of the homogeneous Bose Hubbard model from such in-trap density profiles. Our results are also of direct relevance to recent atomicclock-shift experiments 23 as we have described above. Fi- nally we have generalized our inhomogeneous mean-field theory to BH models with two species of bosons or a spin-1 BH model with harmonic traps. With two species of bosons we obtain rich phase diagrams with a variety of SF and MI phases and associated shells, when we include a quadratic confining potential; we also obtain in-trap density distributions that show plateaux as in the singlespecies case. For the spin-1 BH model we show, in a representative case, that the system can display alternating shells of polar SF 18 and MI phases; and we make interesting predictions for atomic-clock-shift experiments. We hope our results will stimulate more experiments on such systems of bosons in optical lattices. Our inhomogeneous mean-field theory can also be generalized to study the extended Bose-Hubbard model as we report elsewhere 34 . Though other groups [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have studied such shell structure theoretically, they have not obtained the quantitative agreement with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations 20 that we obtain, except in one dimension 30 . Furthermore, there have been some investigations of the BH model with a harmonic trap potential; these use mean-field theory 13, 28 and, in addition, a local-density approximation (LDA), which assumes that the properties of a system with finite confining potential at a particular location are identical to those of a uniform system with the value of the local chemical potential at that location. This approximation leads to a decoupling of each site from its neighbor; it is equivalent to assuming φ i = ψ i in Eq. 5 and a minimization of the ground-state energy for each site separately. In our inhomogeneous mean-field theory, we do not make this additional LDA assumption; and the minimization of the ground state energy is done over the entire set of ψ i . If we compare these two approaches for the single-species BH model, we find that the difference is negligible in SF regions, but discrepancies exist at SF-MI interfaces; this has been reported in other models 35 also.
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